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MOLECULAR CLOUD CORES
and why so much hype...

Giant Molecular Clouds Fragmentation Gravitational Collapse

mostly uncertain under discussion

How important is turbulence
How important are magnetic fields

What is the mass distribution of fragments
How do you define a clump?

What is a core?

How important is turbulence
How important are magnetic fields

What is the role of feedback
How fast is the process

What is the standard efficiency of transformation?

The younger the cloud, the better we
 understand initial conditions

S. Bontemps, F. Motte, T. Csengeri, N. Schneider: Fragmentation in the massive dense cores of Cygnus X 5

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for the three MDCs located in the filament of DR21 (see text). Note that in contrast to the isolated MDCs
(Fig. 2), the cores show here diverse structures. CygX-N40 appears devoid of compact emission at both 3.5 and 1.3 mm. CygX-
N48 has a complex and extended structure at 3.5 mm with two main cores in the central regions. The 1.3 mm emission resolve
a few, probable compact, fragments in the two main cores. The bright peak at 3.5 mm in the South-East corresponds to the weak
1.3 mm source outside in the primary beam in the right panel. It is located at the edge of the nearby cluster associated with
MSX6G81.7133+0.5589. CygX-N53 has a bright central core at 3.5 mm which splits into 4 smaller fragments at 1.3 mm in a way
similar to the isolated MDCs. The 3.5 mm source in the SE is hardly detected at 1.3 mm due to the fallo↵ in sensitivity of the
primary beam (dashed circle).

3.2. The 1mm continuum maps

The right panels in Figs. 2 and 3 display the dust continuum
maps at 1 mm. For three of the cores (CygX-N3, CygX-N12,
CygX-N53) the di↵erence between low (3.5 mm) and high
(1.3 mm) resolution maps is striking. While at a scale of 200to
300resolution, the emission mainly consists of extended, elon-

gated structures, at the ⇠ 100resolution of the 1.3 mm map the
emission clearly splits into a number of individual usually spher-
ical fragments. In contrast, CygX-N48 has a similar aspect than
at 3.5 mm with emission spread over the whole region and with
compact sources which are not very spherical such as if it con-
sists of partly non resolved individual objects. CygX-N63 seems
to di↵er from the others since the emission is dominated at

18 Reipurth & Schneider

the majority of objects seen in this region are located at the same distance, i.e., that of
the OB1, 2, and 9 associations at !1.7 kpc. This is thus supporting the view of other
authors (e.g., Véron 1965, McCutcheon & Shuter 1970, Landecker 1984) that Cygnus
X can be understood simply as a large Strömgren sphere surrounding the Cyg OB2 and
related associations. Schneider et al. (2006, 2007) also noted that the more diffuse
emission at lower Galactic longitudes (’Cygnus X South’) – compared to the more
clearly defined filamentary structures seen in the DR21 region at higher longitudes
(’Cygnus X North’) – can be due to the fact that Cygnus X South is on the near side of
Cyg OB2, and Cygnus X North on the far side. However, different evolutionary stages
may also play a role.

In the following, we discuss some of the most interesting regions in Cygnus X.

3.1. The Cygnus Super-Bubble

The combined effects of stellar winds from massive stars and supernova explosions can
produce large cavities filled with hot (!106 K) low-density (!10!3 cm!3) gas (e.g.,
McKee & Ostriker 1977), called ’super-bubbles’. Very large expanding super-bubbles
(reaching a size scale comparable to the thickness of the Galactic disk) break out of the
Galactic plane and thus couple halo gas with the disk both chemically and dynamically.
In the Milky Way, only a few such bubbles have been identified. One of those is the

Figure 14. A 35 square degree 13CO 1-0 map (in Galactic coordinates) of line
integrated emission towards the Cygnus X region obtained at the FCRAO (Simon et
al. 2008).
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2MASS PIPE NEBULA

Lombardi et al. 2006

744 M. Lombardi: !"#$%&
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Fig. 8. The !"#$%& extinction map of the Pipe nebula, using the modified estimator (28).
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Fig. 9. The di!erence between the modified extinction estimates
(Eq. (28)) and the standard ones [Eq. (1)] around Barnard 59. The con-
tour levels are at A = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0} mag of the map of Fig. 8.

foreground stars is large (e.g., because we are in a particularly
dense core), on average we do not expect any background stars,
and we will thus consistently measure a vanishing extinction.
Hence, !"#$%&, like any other extinction-based method, only
works if there are a sizable number of background stars that can
be used for reliable extinction measurements.

The above point might be interpreted as an exceedingly strin-
gent requirement for the smoothing window used in !"#$%&. In
fact, if a weight function w(x!; x) = w(x! " x) invariant upon
translation is used, this function should be taken broad enough
to guarantee that the weight number of background starsN(x) is
significantly larger than unity everywhere. This, in turn, would
imply thatN # 1 in the intermediate extinction regions, i.e. that
the extinction map in these regions has a poor resolution, well
below the limits imposed by the density of background stars. In
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Fig. 10. The di!erence between the modified extinction estimates
(Eq. (28)) and the standard ones (Eq. (1)) around the peak ID 3
of Lombardi et al. (2006). The contour levels are at A =
{0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0} mag of the map of Fig. 8.

reality, the whole derivation of the statistical properties of the
!"#$%& technique is still valid for weight functions which are
not spatially invariant. Hence, one does not need to use a fixed
window size for w(x!; x), but rather this function could be taken
to change shape for di!erent locations x. For example, a simple
scheme could be the use of a Gaussian shape for w(x!; x) with
the typical scale chosen according to a local estimate of the den-
sity of background stars, in a way such thatN(x) $ const $ 10.
This choice would guarantee an optimal resolution everywhere,
and would still allow one to make use of the !"#$' technique to
reduce the inhomogeneity bias.

Another point to keep in mind is that !"#$%& gives a large
weight to red sources. This has two potential unwanted conse-
quences. First, it introduces a small bias, that has been corrected

Distance, morphology and projection of 
cloud against galactic bulge allowed to 

resolve cloud down to the scale of 
prestellar cores. Near IR excess method to 
estimate extinction, then column density
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Figure 5. Derived CMFs shown as binned histograms. The four panels correspond to different core samples when taking into consideration the C18O (1–0) molecular
line emission. Note that the shape of the mass function changes considerably when we use the C18O (1–0) emission to guide the core extraction from the extinction
image (i.e., between panels (a) and (d)). The dashed line corresponds to the scaled field star IMF of Muench et al. (2002). For each panel we determine, via a !2

minimization, the offsets between the CMF and the IMF. To accurately determine these scaling factors, we minimize the !2 between the distributions only for masses
above the completeness limit. The derived parameters are summarized in Table 1. The vertical dotted line marks the mass completeness limit (Kainulainen et al. 2009).
Included on the histograms are the errors for each bin (calculated as the square root of the number per bin).

A more significant change in the shape of the CMF occurs
when we consider the C18O (1–0) velocity differences and
angular distances between neighboring extinction peaks, as
shown in Figure 5(d). In this case, extinction features are merged
if their velocity differences are less than the one-dimensional
projected sound speed and separations are less than a Jeans
length. This results in an increase in the number of cores at the
high-mass end (M > 5 M!) and a decrease in the number of
cores between masses of "0.3 and "3 M!.

Regardless of the exact shape, it appears that none of the
CMFs shown in Figure 5 are characterized by a single power-
law. Instead, there is a break from a single power-law form
providing a physical scale or characteristic mass for the CMF
around "2–3 M!. The lowest mass bins in the CMF are
most likely seriously effected by incompleteness. Thus, the
position of the peak and the turnover at the very lowest masses
(M " 0.4 M!) may be unreliable. The simulations show that
this mass range is most affected by the incompleteness due to
the wavelet decomposition. While all the CMFs peak at roughly
the same mass and show a break that is well above the mass
completeness limit, the most likely to be reliably tracing the
underlying distribution of core masses is the CMF shown in
Figure 5(d). Thus, from here forward we adopt this distribution
as the CMF for the Pipe Nebula.

It is of interest to core and star formation studies to com-
pare the forms of the CMF and stellar IMF. To achieve this
quantitatively, we have performed a !2 minimization between
the Pipe CMF and the stellar IMF by simultaneously scaling
the IMF in both the x- and y-directions. The scaling factor in
x-direction will give the mass scaling between the CMF and the
IMF. Assuming that each core will give rise to a "1 star on
average, this offset will give an estimate of the star-formation
efficiency (SFE), that is, how much of the typical core mass is
converted into the final stellar mass. We have also calculated the
!2 probability and use this to estimate the errors. The quoted
errors are calculated from the range in the values for which the
!2 probability is greater than 95% (i.e., 2" ). We estimate that
the SFE is 22% ± 8% and that the break in the CMF occurs at

a mass of 2.7 ± 1.3 M!. Using the derived scaling factors for
the IMF, we have also performed a Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS)
test between the scaled-up stellar IMF and the Pipe CMF. We
find that the probability that the distributions are derived from
the same parent population is 47%.

For further comparison and to give a quantitative measure
of how the inclusion of more information from the C18O
(1–0) emission effects the derived parameters, we have also
performed the above analysis on the other three CMFs shown
in Figure 5. Table 1 lists the derived parameters (mass scaling,
SFE, and CMF break point) and their errors for each panel
of the CMFs shown in Figure 5. Although Figures 5(a) and
(b) contain spurious and unrelated cores, we find that the
derived parameters are similar to those determined for the other
distributions. Considering each of the Pipe cores that have C18O
(1–0) emission as separate entities, as shown in Figure 5(c), we
find that the CMF differs from the scaled IMF significantly for
the highest masses. This is reflected in a low KS probability
(7%) that the two are derived from the same parent population.
Indeed, all three of these distributions have significantly lower
probabilities (7%–8%) of being derived from the same parent
distribution as the stellar IMF compared to the adopted Pipe
CMF (47%).

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Derived Core Properties

Because of the identification and selection methods used here,
the individual core properties may differ slightly from those
listed in our previous work (Alves et al. 2007; Muench et al.
2007; Lada et al. 2008; Rathborne et al. 2008). However, the
mean values for the radii, n(H2), and "nt are identical to our
previous work, i.e., mean radii of "0.09 pc, n(H2) of " 7.3 #
103 cm$3, and "nt of "0.18 km s$1. Although the properties of
the individual cores may differ, the ensemble properties remain
unchanged: the cores appear to be mostly pressure confined
entities whose properties are determined by the approximate
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Table 2
(Continued)

Core Coordinates Peak AV R M n(H2) C18O (1–0) Emission A07a

! b T !
A vLSR !V Core

(deg) (deg) (mag) (pc) (M") (104 cm#3) (K) (km s#1) (km s#1)

127 2.79 7.07 2.4 0.05 0.4 1.2 0.20 2.92 0.32 142
128 2.85 7.23 2.9 0.05 0.3 1.4 0.31 5.44 0.26 144
129 2.99 7.37 2.1 0.05 0.4 1.1 0.19 2.56 0.34 147
130 3.04 7.39 2.5 0.05 0.5 1.1 0.55 2.48 0.23 148
131 3.12 7.30 3.2 0.05 0.4 1.2 0.97 2.95 0.43 149
132 3.22 7.31 2.7 0.07 0.8 0.9 0.55 3.05 0.43 150
133 3.31 7.81 2.5 0.06 0.5 1.1 0.45 2.47 0.26 152
134 3.43 7.58 2.5 0.08 0.8 0.8 0.31 2.41 0.29 153

Notes.
a Core number from the catalog of Alves et al. (2007). Thirty three cores from the Alves et al. (2007) catalog are not included here because they either
had no associated C18O (1–0) emission or the C18O (1–0) emission was not in the range 2 < vLSR < 8 km s#1. Because of the differences in the way the
cores were extracted from the extinction image and the fact that we merged or separated the extinction based on the associated C18O (1–0) emission,
many of the cores from Alves et al. (2007) are listed multiple times in our catalog. To be associated with a core in the current catalog, we require the
cores of Alves et al. (2007) to have more than 20 pixels contained within the boundary of the new core. This criteria was necessary to prevent entries
where the cores within the two catalogs overlapped only at the very edges.
b Extinction peaks were merged within this core.

is undoubtedly more complex. In particular, the more massive
cores, that is, those cores in the cloud whose masses exceed the
critical Bonnor–Ebert or Jeans mass are very likely to produce
binary star systems. Indeed, the most massive cores may even
fragment and produce small groups or clusters of stars. Thus, a
strict one-to-one correspondence between cores and individual
stars can not be preserved. However, the shape of the resulting
IMF could be retained, especially for higher stellar masses, if
the SFE were to vary with mass, being higher for higher mass
cores, for example. Nonetheless, recent simulations by Swift &
Williams (2008) show that even when the internal fragmentation
of cores in a CMF is considered, the shape of the resulting IMF
is very similar to the shape of the input CMF (apart from some
details that may effect the very high and low mass ends in a
small, but measurable way). Moreover, their results indicate
that even if the SFE is not constant across the complete mass
range, the resulting IMFs are not that different in shape from
the original CMF. Thus, while a one-to-one correspondence
between cores and stars may not hold for all cores, the shape
of the resulting IMF is likely to be similar to the original
shape of the CMF and a characteristic or mean SFE can be
measured by the ratio in the characteristic masses of the two
distributions.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In order to generate a more accurate CMF for the Pipe Nebula
and thus enable a more detailed and meaningful comparison
between the CMF and the stellar IMF, we have produced an
improved census of the dense cores and their properties within
the Pipe Nebula.

Guided by the recent simulations of Kainulainen et al. (2009),
we re-examined the extinction map for the Pipe Nebula and ex-
tracted an improved and more reliable list of extinction peaks
and candidate dense cores. By systematically observing each of
these extinction peaks in C18O (1–0) emission, we have identi-
fied which peaks are associated with dense gas and which are as-
sociated with the Pipe molecular cloud. Moreover, we employed
information about the kinematic state of the gas derived from our
C18O (1–0) survey to refine the identifications of massive cores
by distinguishing internal core structure from apparent structure

Figure 6. The improved CMF for the Pipe Nebula as a probability density
function (solid curve) compared to the CMF of Alves et al. (2007) (dotted curve).
The dashed line corresponds to the field star IMF of Muench et al. (2002) scaled
up by a factor of $4.5. We interpret this difference in scaling to be a measure of
the star formation efficiency (22% ± 8%) that will likely characterize the dense
core population in the cloud at the end of the star formation process. The vertical
dotted line marks the mass completeness limit, while the vertical dot-dashed
line marks the fidelity limit (Kainulainen et al. 2009). We confirm earlier results
that suggested that the Pipe CMF departs from a single power law with a break
at $2.7 ± 1.3 M".

caused by the overlap of physically discreet cores along similar
lines of sight. The inclusion of spurious or unrelated cores, as
well as the incorrect merging or separation of extinction fea-
tures, can significantly affect the shape of the CMF constructed
from observations. However, by combining measurements of vi-
sual extinction and molecular-line emission these effects can be
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Figure 5. Derived CMFs shown as binned histograms. The four panels correspond to different core samples when taking into consideration the C18O (1–0) molecular
line emission. Note that the shape of the mass function changes considerably when we use the C18O (1–0) emission to guide the core extraction from the extinction
image (i.e., between panels (a) and (d)). The dashed line corresponds to the scaled field star IMF of Muench et al. (2002). For each panel we determine, via a !2

minimization, the offsets between the CMF and the IMF. To accurately determine these scaling factors, we minimize the !2 between the distributions only for masses
above the completeness limit. The derived parameters are summarized in Table 1. The vertical dotted line marks the mass completeness limit (Kainulainen et al. 2009).
Included on the histograms are the errors for each bin (calculated as the square root of the number per bin).

A more significant change in the shape of the CMF occurs
when we consider the C18O (1–0) velocity differences and
angular distances between neighboring extinction peaks, as
shown in Figure 5(d). In this case, extinction features are merged
if their velocity differences are less than the one-dimensional
projected sound speed and separations are less than a Jeans
length. This results in an increase in the number of cores at the
high-mass end (M > 5 M!) and a decrease in the number of
cores between masses of "0.3 and "3 M!.

Regardless of the exact shape, it appears that none of the
CMFs shown in Figure 5 are characterized by a single power-
law. Instead, there is a break from a single power-law form
providing a physical scale or characteristic mass for the CMF
around "2–3 M!. The lowest mass bins in the CMF are
most likely seriously effected by incompleteness. Thus, the
position of the peak and the turnover at the very lowest masses
(M " 0.4 M!) may be unreliable. The simulations show that
this mass range is most affected by the incompleteness due to
the wavelet decomposition. While all the CMFs peak at roughly
the same mass and show a break that is well above the mass
completeness limit, the most likely to be reliably tracing the
underlying distribution of core masses is the CMF shown in
Figure 5(d). Thus, from here forward we adopt this distribution
as the CMF for the Pipe Nebula.

It is of interest to core and star formation studies to com-
pare the forms of the CMF and stellar IMF. To achieve this
quantitatively, we have performed a !2 minimization between
the Pipe CMF and the stellar IMF by simultaneously scaling
the IMF in both the x- and y-directions. The scaling factor in
x-direction will give the mass scaling between the CMF and the
IMF. Assuming that each core will give rise to a "1 star on
average, this offset will give an estimate of the star-formation
efficiency (SFE), that is, how much of the typical core mass is
converted into the final stellar mass. We have also calculated the
!2 probability and use this to estimate the errors. The quoted
errors are calculated from the range in the values for which the
!2 probability is greater than 95% (i.e., 2" ). We estimate that
the SFE is 22% ± 8% and that the break in the CMF occurs at

a mass of 2.7 ± 1.3 M!. Using the derived scaling factors for
the IMF, we have also performed a Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS)
test between the scaled-up stellar IMF and the Pipe CMF. We
find that the probability that the distributions are derived from
the same parent population is 47%.

For further comparison and to give a quantitative measure
of how the inclusion of more information from the C18O
(1–0) emission effects the derived parameters, we have also
performed the above analysis on the other three CMFs shown
in Figure 5. Table 1 lists the derived parameters (mass scaling,
SFE, and CMF break point) and their errors for each panel
of the CMFs shown in Figure 5. Although Figures 5(a) and
(b) contain spurious and unrelated cores, we find that the
derived parameters are similar to those determined for the other
distributions. Considering each of the Pipe cores that have C18O
(1–0) emission as separate entities, as shown in Figure 5(c), we
find that the CMF differs from the scaled IMF significantly for
the highest masses. This is reflected in a low KS probability
(7%) that the two are derived from the same parent population.
Indeed, all three of these distributions have significantly lower
probabilities (7%–8%) of being derived from the same parent
distribution as the stellar IMF compared to the adopted Pipe
CMF (47%).

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Derived Core Properties

Because of the identification and selection methods used here,
the individual core properties may differ slightly from those
listed in our previous work (Alves et al. 2007; Muench et al.
2007; Lada et al. 2008; Rathborne et al. 2008). However, the
mean values for the radii, n(H2), and "nt are identical to our
previous work, i.e., mean radii of "0.09 pc, n(H2) of " 7.3 #
103 cm$3, and "nt of "0.18 km s$1. Although the properties of
the individual cores may differ, the ensemble properties remain
unchanged: the cores appear to be mostly pressure confined
entities whose properties are determined by the approximate

Rathborne et al 2008

2MASS PIPE NEBULA

Core initial mass function:
clue for initial conditions of IMF
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•While the map of LAA06 permitted a great “in bulk” view of the core population, higher spatial resolutions are needed to 
resolve the internal structure of the cores themselves. That step is crucial to determine the physical properties of 
individual cores and their possible stage of evolution towards collapse into stars. 

•ESO SURVEY: 55 FIELDS OBSERVED WITH SOFI@NTT-3.6m,  7 FIELDS WITH ISAAC@VLT-8.2m, and 21 FIELDS 
OBSERVED with OMEGA2000@CAHA-3.5m 

•5-7 magnitudes deeper than 2MASS -> ~5-20x increase in background source density, allow for 2-5 fold in spatial 
resolution

HI-RES NEAR-IR SURVEY

Roman-Zuniga, Alves, Lada & Lombardi, 2010
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EXTINCTION 
LAW IN B59

Román-Zúñiga et al 2008

Calculate the relative extinction wr to K 
band using the slope of the distribution of 
color excess. Pivot at AH/AK=1.55 
(Indebetouw et al.  2005), down to Av=60 
mag!

The extinction law towards the dense 
cloud of B59 shows at most a moderate 
departure from the one inferred in 
previous studies mixing observations of 
thin and thick clouds. 

We find no evidence of significant grain 
growth as a function of density in a cloud.
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Román-Zúñiga et al 2010

B59 IN HIGH RESOLUTION

Main features fully resolved
Abundant substructure

High Dynamic Range: AV < 89 mag or N(H2) < 8.45 × 1022 cm−2
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have triggered the formation of core 09c; the second is the other
cavity-like indentation at the southeast edge of the central core,
possibly associated with source no. 9; the third is the depression
at the center of the core, associated with source no. 10. However,
we cannot detect significant non-thermal motions produced by
the stellar feedback in the line widths of the radio observations.
Therefore, additional non-thermal support from some other
process might be required.

One possibility is that additional support against collapse
could be provided by a strong magnetic field. Kauffmann &
Bertoldi (2004) showed that massive molecular cores tend to
have larger column densities than expected from pure thermal
support, but also that in some cases the non-thermal line widths
are smaller than expected (as in B59), in which case, support
from a strong magnetic field would be required. The hypothesis
of a strong magnetic field acting in the Pipe Nebula has been
supported by numerical simulations (Nakamura & Li 2008),
which show that a strong magnetic field is an agent capable of
slowing down the process of condensation, as needed in the Pipe,
where the free-fall time-scale is very short given the median
core density. A magnetic field could provide the necessary non-
thermal support against collapse in massive cores like B59,
giving enough time for turbulence to decay and allowing the
existence of quiescent condensations with moderate supersonic
motions, similar to what we observe. A recent R-band optical
polarimetry study of the Pipe by Alves et al. (2008) suggested
that the mass to magnetic flux ratio toward B59 is about 1.4
(slightly supercritical), with a field strength two to three times
weaker than other parts of the cloud. However, note that most
of the stars available for optical polarimetry in B59 are located
in regions of low column density at the edge of the core, and
thus a more reliable tracer of the field toward the core could still
improve these estimations.

5.4. Fragmentation of the Eastern Filament

In the RLA09 analysis of the 2MASS extinction map, the
eastern filament in B59 was considered to be one large core
because their measurement of the length and separation of
the fragments detected by CLUMPFIND-2D did not comply with
the requirements of being separated by more than a Jeans length
and by more than 0.12 km s!1 in central velocity. Our high
resolution map allows us to revisit the first requirement with a
better quality data set.

In Figure 11, we show the positions of sources in the
area of the filament with reliable quality for application of
the near-IR color excess method, from the 2MASS catalog
and the ESO-NTT survey observations. The difference in the
density of sources is remarkable, but not as much as the fact
that the central region along the filament is almost void of
sources in 2MASS. This means that LAL06 were probably
not able to resolve the central part of the filament. Instead,
with the ESO-NTT data we are sampling extinction all the
way to the middle region. While the 2MASS map and the
ESO-NTT map agree in the basic morphology, extension, and
basic structure of the core, the 2MASS map cannot be used
to determine the presence of substructure: Lada et al. (1999)
showed (specifically for a cylindrical cloud) that a poor sampling
of the background population in a highly obscured region due to
a limited photometric depth can lead to the creation of spurious
substructure, or at least to an unreliable determination of the
size and mass of substructures. In that sense, our hybrid map
resolves the filament along its axis and allows for the recognition
of significant substructure.

Figure 11. Comparison of the density of background sources from the 2MASS
(top) and the ESO (bottom) catalogs, in the region of the eastern filament.

Our analysis of the filament with CLUMPFIND-2D reveals
a total of six extinction peaks along the filament, and that
these peaks are significant with our choice of 5! contour steps.
However, we must proceed with caution: again, it is not trivial to
claim that each one of these peaks should be considered a new
core. The RLA09 prescription requires individual cores to be
separated in both distance and velocity. In their analysis, RLA09
also detected substructure along the filament, but they decided to
merge all peaks into a single, large core as the adjacent peaks in
the map of LAL06 did not show a separation in central velocity.
However, we need to consider that while the prescription of
Rathborne is useful to determine the independence of two
adjacent cores, it might not be ideal for a chain of related cores
like in this filament.

We suggest that the filament might be in a process of thermal
fragmentation. We do not have pointed radio measurements at
the peaks in the high resolution map, but we can revise the
condition of the projected distance between the peaks along the
filament with our improved measurements of the LJL. The small
projected separation between peaks 11b and 11c is smaller than
the LJL, suggesting that they might represent a single fragment,
and thus we merged them in the final list of cores. Our peak-
to-peak measured distances for the remaining features average
0.11 ± 0.3 pc, just shorter than the local Jeans length estimated
for the individual peaks, which varies from 0.12 to 0.16 pc. We
have to consider, however, that projection effects over such a
long structure may not be small and thus our measured projected
distances are lower limits. Also, the resultant Jeans mass values,
MJ for the peaks along the filament average to 1.3 ± 0.2 M",
and the ratio MJ /M has an average of 1.2 ± 0.1, indicating
that the peaks along the filament are Jeans stable. Moreover, we
measured the projected width of the filament directly on the map
at seven different points along the eastern filament. The average
width is 0.10 ± 0.02 pc, which compares well with the average
LJL across the filament.

These measurements suggest that the eastern filament in
B59 could be following a process of thermal fragmenta-
tion, and could break into several fragments. The fragmenta-
tion of isothermal, cylindrical clouds has been studied often:
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Figure 7. Close-look map of the central core in B59, at the same resolution
as the map in Figure 3. The diamond shaped symbols indicate the locations of
YSO candidates identified by Brooke et al. (2007). The circle shaped symbols
indicate sources identified as Class 0/I.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Our map appears to show a second indentation in the core
at (!, ") = (257.842,!27.478), just south of source no. 9 in
BHB07 list (2M171121), which also shows a significant scatter
light feature in NIR images and it is possibly associated with
an outflow structure (Riaz et al. 2009). If so, the indentation in
the map could be an indication of another cavity like structure
being formed by a protostellar outflow. Outflows from young
stars have long been known to play an important role in the
evolution of star forming clouds (e.g., Bally et al. 1999; Matzner
& McKee 2000). Fragmentation enhanced by outflows has also
been predicted by recent numerical studies (Nakamura & Li
2007).

Regarding the central region, our map reveals structural
details that could not be previously resolved in lower resolution
maps. In Figure 8, we show a “close-up” of the identification
map with the 5#AV

intervals used for CLUMPFIND-2D. Starting
from the top, at the AV = 73 mag contour, the core appears
to split in two with source no. 10 located in the middle. The
central split is significant at a 5#AV

level at the maximum local
noise amplitude (2.0 < "#AV

# < 3.0, if 65 mag < AV < 80
mag). At the next contour level, AV = 66, the contours close
into a single feature, and no more substructure is found until
we go down to the 40 mag < AV < 50 mag range. There, the
map shows some small closed contours, but we found that they
do not represent significant features, as they can no longer be
detected if the levels are dropped by 1# .

In summary, CLUMPFIND-2D suggests that the B59 core might
be split into three fragments: two defined by the split in the
filtered map at AV = 73 mag (listed as 09a and 09b in the
identification list of Table 2) and one near the northern cavity
(listed as 09c in the identification list). However, in Section 5.1,
we argue that the split near the center might not be as physically
significant as CLUMPFIND-2D suggests, and that the central core
is likely a single stratified core with only one independent new
fragment (09c) identified in this high resolution map.

Figure 8. Close look of the central core region in the identification map of
Figure 6. The 5# intervals used to identify features in the map are shown as
isocontour levels. From top to bottom, the five top levels are AV = 73, 66, 60,
55, and 50 mag.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

4.3.2. Peripheral Cores

Four cores are located in the periphery of the complex,
corresponding to cores 3, 4, 5, and 13 in the list of RLA09.
These objects have a morphology reminiscent of Bok globules,
but in our map, they appear to be still connected to the rest of
the cloud region by thin (3 mag < AV < 6 mag) filaments.
Core 03 is clearly centrally condensed, with an elongated N–S
distribution near the center; it also has a very extended “tongue”
at its northern edge which makes it 40$$ wider at the top; its peak
extinction is 19.9 mag in the filtered map. Core 05 has a peak
extinction of 10.9 mag in the filtered map and has a toroidal
like structure, similar to Globule 2 in the Coalsack cloud (Lada
et al. 2004), which CLUMPFIND-2D picks as a double core. We
merged the two fragments, 05a and 05b because their projected
separation is shorter than their LJL. In the case of peaks 04a
and 04b, their morphology in the map and optical images might
suggest they are independent, but as their projected separation
(0.10 pc) is about half their LJL (%0.2 pc), we cannot tell if they
are independent. Thus, we merged features 04a and 04b into a
single core, 04ab.

There are two highly elongated clumps at the northwestern
edge of the B59 region, both significantly larger in the E–W
direction than in the N–S direction. CLUMPFIND-2D suggests
these cores are each divided in two fragments (cores 09d,e and
07a,b). The peak-to-peak projected distance from 09d to 07a is
about 270$$ or 0.17 pc, similar to the LJL of both cores, thus we
confirm that peaks 09 and 07 are independent.

In the case of peaks 07a and 07b, we find that the projected
distance (0.06 pc) is shorter than the LJL, thus we merged them
into a single core, 07. Same criterion is applied to peaks 09d
and 09e, which we merged into core 09de.

In the case of peaks 09d and e, the analysis of RLA09
suggested they share the same central velocity value as the
central core, 09a–c, and for that reason they were merged to it.
However, in our map, the projected distance from the midpoint
between 09d and 09e to the midpoint between 09a and 09b is
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Figure 9. Radial profile of the central core 09ab (data points), compared to a
King density profile model (thick, dotted curve). The center of the core was
defined as the midpoint between cores 09a and 09b.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

dispersions, !v , and kinetic temperatures, Tk, across the central
part of the core via a forward-fitting routine (for details on the
data reduction and model fit methods, please see Rathborne et al.
(2007)). The kinetic temperatures range from 10 to 13 K, with
a mean of 11.3 ± 0.7, and the velocity dispersions, !v varied
from 0.13 to 0.29 with a mean of 0.18 ± 0.05.

From these measurements we were able to estimate the
isothermal sound speed, cs and the non-thermal velocity disper-
sion, !nt. Then, we calculated the ratio of thermal to non-thermal
pressure Rp = c2

s /!
2
nt, (cs is the isothermal sound speed at the

corresponding TK), and how it varies across the center of the
core. In Figure 10, we plot the ratio Rp versus the extinction
value at the center of the pointing. Errors were estimated as
follows: in the case of Rp, we took into consideration the un-
certainties of the forward fitting routine for TK and !v; in the
case of AV , we considered both the value of the median noise
at the value of the pixel closest to each and the mean absolute
deviation of the AV values in the nine surrounding pixels to ac-
count for the uncertainty due to the differences in beam sizes
(GBT:30!! versus NICER map:24!!).

It is certainly striking that a majority of the values are greater
than Rp = 1, indicating that thermal motions dominate over non-
thermal (turbulent) motions of the gas in the central core. The
mean of Rp in B59 is 1.90 ± 0.99; for comparison, a thermally
dominated core like FeSt-1457 (which also belongs to the Pipe
Nebula) was shown to have an average ratio of R̄p = 3.75±1.95
(Aguti et al. 2007). The plot of Figure 10 also shows that the 12
lowest values of Rp—with a mean of Rp = 1.0 ± 0.4—are at
the densest part of the core (log AV > 1.5 mag). This suggests
that non-thermal motions make a more significant contribution
to the internal pressure at the central part of the core, where
the column density is higher. The relatively large Rp ratios in
B59 tell us that the central core is still thermally dominated
despite the presence of 14 cluster members packed in the same
observed region. Moreover, most of the non-thermal velocity

Figure 10. Top panel: average spectra of NH3 (1,1) and (2,2) emission toward
the center of B59. Bottom panel: thermal to non-thermal pressure ratio vs. visual
extinction in B59.

dispersion values in B59 are smaller than the corresponding
isothermal sound speed, suggesting that this cluster forming
core is characterized by subsonic turbulent motions.

5.3. Implications

Our observations appear to indicate that (1) there is a
lack of significant substructure in the central region of B59
and (2) that the central core is mostly quiescent, and still
thermally dominated. The result is somewhat unanticipated, as
we expected to find evidence of multiple fragmentation in a core
with M " 20 MJ . Moreover, the significant substructure we do
detect in the central core of the B59 system appears to be related
to the embedded protostars, while the overall radial profile
of the core seems to be consistent with one large, isothermal
structure. Therefore, the question that arises is: what prevents
B59 from fragmenting and collapsing into new stars after a
period considerably larger than its own dynamical timescale?
In one theoretical scenario, a first generation of stars is formed,
and they provide feedback which would contribute to suppress
fragmentation in the remaining gas, allowing for accretion of
material to form a more massive central object (McKee & Tan
2002; Krumholz & Tan 2007). Recent observations show that
the addition of significant non-thermal motions could prevent
fragmentation and allow for the aggregation of larger amounts
of material that could later collapse into a massive star (Zhang
et al. 2009).

As we discussed before, our map shows three possible
signatures of stellar feedback in B59: the first is the large
northwestern cavity being created by source no. 11, which might

ESO vs 2MASS

Context of B59 young cluster in its forming cloud

Evidence of feedback effects

Little structure in central core

Dense gas mostly quiescent!

GBT-NH3
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SPEX SURVEY OF B59

YSOs in B59 3

what circumstantial, and relies on a critical assumption:
that the Pipe’s dense core population will one day be-
come an active site of ongoing star formation.

A detailed study of star formation timescales at work
within the Pipe’s most active star forming core, B59,
would provide a clearer test for these theoretical mod-
els, as it does not depend on extrapolations of the core’s
future behavior. While B59 is the Pipe’s most massive
core, its physical properties (including the dominance of
thermal motions) are nonetheless representative of the
broader population of dense cores within the Pipe, mak-
ing it an instructive case study.

Barnard 59 (originally dubbed the ‘Sinkhole’ by
Barnard et al. 1927) contains the vast majority of the
Pipe’s recently formed stars (see Forbrich et al., sub-
mitted). Since 1950, seven optically visible H! emitting
stars (or unresolved multiple systems) have been associ-
ated with B59 (V359 Oph, KK Oph AB, LkH! 345 Oph,
LkH! 346 Oph AB, KW 002, TH! 27-5, and LkH! 347
Oph ; Merrill & Burwell 1950; The 1964; Stephenson &
Sanduleak 1977; Kohoutek & Wehmeyer 2003; Herbig
2005). A recent Spitzer survey of B59 by Brooke et al.
(2007) identified 16 additional candidate members, 4 of
which were detected previously in the sub-mm (Reipurth
et al. 1996) or by IRAS at far infrared wavelengths.

We have made the first independent measurement of
the age of B59, and by extension placed an independent
lower limit on the age of the dense gas in the Pipe Nebula.
The median stellar age we derive for B59, !2.6+5.5

!2.6 Myrs,
exceeds B59’s crossing time, and the current dynamical
timescale of its dense gas, by roughly a factor of five.

In Section 2, we present our SpeX observations of can-
didate B59 members. Our method for measuring stellar
parameters from these spectra is introduced in Section
3, along with our algorithm for placing those objects in
the HR diagram and inferring ages and masses from pre-
main sequence evolutionary models. We discuss our re-
sults in section 4, and summarize our findings in Section
5. We also include two appendices which present a NIR
spectral atlas of TW Hydrae members, and a detailed
description of our method for estimating self-consistent
extinction and veiling values for each star.

2. OBSERVATIONS

Using the SpeX spectrograph (Rayner et al. 2003)
mounted on NASA’s 2.5 meter Infrared Telescope Fa-
cility telescope, we obtained low (R!200) and moderate
(R ! 2000) resolution spectra of candidate young stellar
objects (YSOs) in B59 and the Pipe Nebula. Observa-
tions were carried out during the early mornings of April
14-18, HST; conditions were clear with periods of light
cirrus, with typical seeing of 0.7"". The bulk of our ob-
servations were carried out in SpeX’s SXD mode with
the 0.3""slit, providing nearly contiguous spectral cover-
age from 0.8 to 2.5 microns with a resolution of R!2000.
During a night of abnormally poor seeing (!1"") we made
use of the larger 0.5""slit, degrading the spectral resolu-
tion to R!1200.

For maximum observational e!ciency, we chose not
use the image rotator to align the slit with the paral-
lactic angle over the course of each night. Spectra of
telluric standards taken at slit rotations that di"er by
30-60# suggest that color-dependent slit losses due to at-
mospheric refraction are relatively minor, altering the
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Fig. 2.— The K band image of B59 obtained by Román-
Zúñiga et al. (2009), with locations of candidate B59
members observed in this program indicated with red di-
amonds and identified with the source number assigned
by Brooke et al. (2007). Shown for comparison, as white
contours, is the NICER-based extinction map measured
by Román-Zúñiga et al. (2009). The lowest contour rep-
resents an extinction of AV =2.5, with additional con-
tours corresponding to an increase of 5 magnitudes of
extinction up to AV =22.5, and increases of 10 magni-
tudes thereafter.

slope of the overall spectral energy distribution (SED)
from the J through the K band by less than 10%. Dur-
ing our last night of observations we also utilized SpeX’s
high-throughput, low-resolution (R!200) prism mode to
obtain high fidelity NIR SEDs for candidate YSOs in
B59. During these observations, care was taken to align
the slit to within 10# of the parallactic angle, except in
cases where the slit was rotated to allow observations of
individual components of an apparent multiple system.

Brooke et al. (2007) identified candidate members of
B59 by searching for IR excesses in spectral energy dis-
tributions (SEDs) constructed from 2MASS, IRAC and
MIPS photometry; for the remainder of this paper, we
identify these candidate B59 members with a [BHB2007]
prefix, followed by the number assigned to each source by
Brooke et al. (2007) in their Table 1. We obtained spec-
tra for each of these candidate B59 members, with the
exception of three objects too faint to observe with SpeX
([BHB2009] 9, 10, & 11). A K band image of B59 ob-
served by Román-Zúñiga et al. (2009) is shown in Figure
2, overplotted with the locations of the B59 candidates
observed in this program. A full summary of our SXD ob-
servations of candidate B59 members is given in Table 1;
positions and NIR magnitudes measured by 2MASS are
listed for each source, along with the slit width and ex-
posure time associated with each SXD observation. For
completeness, we also include H and K band magnitudes
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as a function of Teff . (right panel) Teff s of the stars
sampled from each cluster analyzed here. The Cha &
Taurus samples are dominated by cooler stars, with B59
and ! Oph successively warmer: as shown in the left
panel, these temperature di!erences can result in large
di!erences in the ages implied by di!erent model tracks.

that the YSO defining B59’s median stellar age would be
[BHB2007] 20, with an age of 1.37 Myrs according to the
DM98 models. Observational uncertainties or sampling
e!ects can therefore produce noticable shifts in the age
order of YSOs, and thus the inferred median stellar age,
in a sparse cluster like B59.

To quantify the impact of observational uncertainties
and sampling e!ects on the accuracy of the median ages

we measured for B59, ! Oph, Taurus and Chameleon,
we modelled these e!ects with a Monte Carlo simula-
tion. Each simulation accounted for the presence of
observational errors by applying random o!sets to the
temperatures and luminosities measured for each clus-
ter’s YSOs. Temperature and luminosity o!sets were
randomly drawn from Gaussian probability distributions
with " = 300 K and 0.3 dex to match our actual ob-
servational errors. The simulation then modelled poten-
tial sampling errors by randomly replacing 20% (ie, 4
of the 18 YSOs in B59) of the YSOs in the cluster with
other YSOs drawn randomly and independently from the
observed sample. Inferring YSO ages and masses with
the same routines applied to our observed data, the me-
dian stellar age was calculated for each simulated sample.
This procedure was repeated 1000 times for each cluster,
with results summarized in Table 5 and shown visually in
Figure 9. These simulations confirm the expectation that
richer clusters produce more reliable age estimates: the
median of a large sample is less susceptible to shifts in
the median stellar age induced by observational scatter
or sampling e!ects that alter the wings of the distribu-
tion.

These simulations characterize the uncertainty in our
age measurements due to observational error and sam-
pling e!ects, but do not address the systematic uncer-
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Fig. 9.— Left: The distribution of median ages measured for B59 YSOs from 1000 simulations that account for
observational and sampling errors. The median age measured from the actual observations of B59 YSOs is indicated
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A comparison between the simulated median age distributions for B59 (solid line), Rho Ophiuchus (red line), Taurus
(blue line) and Chameleon (green line). Even with identical assumed observational errors, sampling e!ects make B59’s
age is more uncertain than these more populous clusters.

protostar. These simulations suggest that radiative feed-
back is an important component of the star formation
process, but the temperatures they predict for the dens-
est gas in a core (>20 K) are noticably higher than that
measured for B59 in the ammonia survey of the Pipe (TK
= 11.3 K, Tex =7.4 K Rathborne et al. 2009), or those
measured by Foster et al. (2009) in a similar survey of
star-forming cores in the Perseus Molecular cloud (TK
= 12.9 K, Tex = 7.4 K).

A final physical mechanism that is often invoked to
support cloud cores against collapse is the presence of
substantial magenetic fields. Magnetic fields have been
a fundamental component of star formation models for
decades (Nakano 1984; Shu et al. 1987; Mouschovias
& Ciolek 1999), but observational constraints on the
strengths of magnetic fields within molecular clouds are
extremely di"cult to make (e.g., Crutcher et al. 2009).
Those measurements that do exist suggest magnetic
fields may contribute appreciable amounts of support to
molecular cores (Troland & Crutcher 2008). Models in-
corporating magnetic fields can also extend the lifetimes
expected for dense cores arbitrarily, given the strength
adopted for the core’s magnetic field.

As the discussion above demonstrates, there are nu-
merous mechanisms which could plausibly provide B59
with additional support against collapse and explain the
core’s relatively long lifetime. In the following section,
we extend our analysis to consider the e"ciency, not
merely the duration, of star formation within B59, and
use those observational constraints to confront theoreti-
cal models incorporating the physical mechanisms which
may be supporting B59 against collapse.

4.2. The Star Formation E!ciency of B59

The present-day star formation e"ciency (SFE) of B59
can be characterized as the mass of B59’s stellar popu-
lation divided by B59’s initial gas mass; we approximate
B59’s initial gas mass as the sum of its present day stel-
lar and gas components. The total mass of B59’s stellar
population is simply the sum of the individual stellar
mass estimates provided in Table 4. Table 4 presents
mass estimates for each YSO as derived from both the
DM98 and Bara!e et al. (1998) models: the Bara!e

et al. (1998) tracks imply larger masses, particularly for
warmer YSOs. The total mass of all B59 YSOs ana-
lyzed here is !8 M! according to the DM98 models,
and 12 M! according to the Bara!e et al. (1998) mod-
els. Brooke et al. (2007) and Riaz et al. (2009) also pro-
vide preliminary mass estimates for [BHB2007] 10, 11,
and 2M12112255, the B59 YSOs that were too heavily
embedded to be observed with SpeX; in sum, these em-
bedded YSOs contribute an additional 0.7 M! to B59’s
total stellar mass. Extinction maps also reveal !20 M!

of dense gas within B59, implying that B59’s present-
day SFE is !30-39%, depending on the choice of models
used to infer stellar masses. Combining this SFE with
our measurement of B59’s median stellar age indicates
that, on average, B59 converts !6% of its total mass
into stars over a single free-fall time.

The SFE/!ff values predicted by theoretical models
cover a large range, with slower star formation rates
corresponding to models incorporating some additional
physical mechanism (driven turbulence, magnetic fields,
outflows, etc.) to support cores against collapse. Un-
supported models result in SFE/!ff values ! 10-20%
(e.g., O!ner et al. 2008). Models that incorporate ad-
ditional means of support reduce SFE/!ff values in di-
rect proportion to the strength of the mechanism pro-
viding additional support against collapse. As one ex-
ample, the moderately supercritical (ie, prone to gravi-
tational collapse) magnetic models of Vázquez-Semadeni
et al. (2005) produced SFE/!ff values ! 5%, whereas
earlier non-magnetic models by the same authors pro-
duced SFE/!ff values !15% (Vázquez-Semadeni et al.
2003). The magnetically subcritical models of Nakamura
& Li (2008), which also incorporate feedback from stellar
outflows, produce SFE/!ff values of 1% or less.

The theoretical models calculated by Price & Bate
(2008) are arguably the best match to B59’s actual phys-
ical structure. These models (indicated hereafter as ’the
PB08 model grid’) incorporate both magnetic fields and
radiative feedback, and follow the evolution of a cloud
core whose mass (50 M!) and radius (!0.2 pc) are rea-
sonably close to the values which likely characterized B59
prior to the onset of active star formation. The PB08
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Fig. 4.— H and K band spectra of confirmed or candidate B59 members. [BHB2007] 8NW & SE are not shown, as

• An spectroscopic survey of  YSOs in B59 was performed with SpeX@IRTF. 
• Most members were classified as M and K stars
• Age of B59 estimated to be ~2.6 Myr => 6 tff, SFE/tdyn≈6%
• Agrees well with SF simulations that include a B field + feedback

Covey et al 2009
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Radio continuum map, IRAM 30m
doubles resolution.

Confirms absence of significant substructure in the
central core down to 2000-5000 AU

Monotonic radial profile

No evidence for further clump fragmentation in B59

Action of magnetic field to retard collapse?
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2.2. Near-infrared Dust Extinction Map and
Additional Radio Data

We make use of the dust extinction map of RLA09 constructed
with the NICER technique (Lombardi & Alves 2001) and a com-
bined photometric catalog obtained from ground- (ESO) and
space-based (Spitzer) observations. In addition to the infrared
data, we also make use of a series of pointed observations made
with the Green Bank 100 m telescope to determine the vari-
ation of the emission of the (1,1) and (2,2) rotation–inversion
transitions of ammonia (NH3) across the central clump B59-09.
These data were also used and described in RLA09. Finally,
we also make use of a C18O (2–1) line emission map obtained
with the detector HERA at the IRAM 30 m telescope (C. G.
Román-Zúñiga et al., in preparation).

3. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In the top panel of Figure 1, we show our MAMBO-II
map toward B59. The map detected mostly the emission from
the clump 09ab5 and, less prominently, the core 09c at the
northwestern end. Five young stellar objects were detected
with very high signal-to-noise ratios (S/Ns). They correspond
to sources 6, 7, 9, 10, and 11 in the list of (Brooke et al.
2007, hereafter BHB07). The 250 GHz continuum emission
properties of these sources are listed in Table 1. Note that
sources BHB07-6 and BHB07-7 lie very close together and
they are not resolved as separated sources in the MAMBO-II
map. As our main purpose is to study the emission of the core,
we subtracted out the contribution of the young stars. For this
purpose, a two-dimensional Gaussian profile was fit to each of
the sources, using a background emission level corresponding to
the average in the vicinity region of the clump. The fit parameters
are listed in Table 1. The smoothness of the resulting map (see
the central panel in Figure 1) seems to confirm that most of the
subtracted emission arises from the YSO warm circumstellar
material rather than from the core cold dust.

After subtracting the contribution from the YSOs, we trans-
formed the dust emission maps to column density and then into
visual extinction for a direct comparison with the NICER map
of RLA09. The conversion was done following the method de-
scribed in Section 4.1 and Appendix A of Frau et al. (2010).
We note that the conversion is very sensitive to the assumed
value for gas temperature, Tk (see Appendix 1 of Frau et al.
2010), and also the dust emissivity (!") and the dust temper-
ature assumed. Following Ossenkopf & Henning (1994), we
assumed !" = 0.007 cm2 g!1 for grains in a dense medium
(n " 105 cm!3). Then, we computed visual extinction maps for
gas/dust temperatures in the 10–12 K range in steps of 0.25 K
(ammonia observations yield TK = 11.3 K ± 0.7 K; Rathborne
et al. 2009). We selected a temperature of 10.25 K as this value
showed the best agreement with respect to the previous extinc-
tion map, and we made the assumption that this temperature
is constant within the entire clump. The derived radius, mass,
and average density of the clump are listed in Table 2. Given
the high S/N achieved, we restricted analysis to the region sat-
isfying I" > 0.2I",max ("4.5# ). The total mass of the clump
09ab in B59 estimated from the MAMBO-II map is about half
of that estimated from the NICER map (i.e., cores 09ab and
09c sum about 21 M# according to RLA09). This difference
is mostly because MAMBO-II maps are not as sensitive as the
near-infrared excess method in detecting the diffuse gas at the

5 We follow the nomenclature of RLA09, see their Table 1.

Figure 1. Top: MAMBO-II dust emission map of Barnard 59 from our
observations. For purposes of clarity, the flux scale has been clipped from
0 mJy beam!1 to 100 mJy beam!1. Numbers refer to YSO sources identified
and listed in Table 1. The circle at the bottom right corner indicates the beam
size. Middle: MAMBO II dust extinction map after conversion of the flux and
subtraction of the YSO’s emission. The extinction level has also been clipped
from 0 to 100 mag. The circle at the bottom right corner indicates the beam
size. Bottom: NICER dust extinction map, as in RLA09, also scaled from 0 to
100 mag. The circle at the bottom right corner shows the size of the Gaussian
filter used to construct the map. In all panels, the cross symbol marks the center
around which radial profiles were constructed, at J2000 ($, %) = (17:11:23,
0, !27:25:59.3).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Table 1
Properties of YSOs Counterparts

Gaussian Fit

IDa Classa Spectral Typeb Peak Flux Massb !!, !"c Deconvolved Sized

(mJy beam!1) (M") (##) (##), (deg)

BHB07-11 I · · · 270.0 · · · !11.0, 55.5 18.0 $ 17.0, !68.0
BHB07-10 0/I · · · 65.0 · · · 65.0, !24.0 16.0 $ 16.0, 0.0
BHB07-09 Flat K5 115.0 0.77–0.79 !29.4, !133.0 13.7 $ 12.1, !89.5
BHB07-06 II M2 15.0 0.24–0.62 15.0, !80.0 14.0 $ 12.0, 79.4
BHB07-07 Flat K5 15.0 0.75–1.16 15.0, !80.0 14.0 $ 12.0, 79.4

Notes.
a From Brooke et al. (2007).
b From Covey et al. (2010).
c Offsets from center of map at (!, ") = (17:11:24.0, !27:25:30.0).
d Indicates major and minor axes, and position angle.

Table 2
Barnard 59: Dust Emission Map

Parameter Value

Tk
a 10.25 K

rms 4 mJy beam!1

Total flux 8.28 Jy
Peak flux 90.7 mJy beam!1

Diameterb 0.11 pc
NH2

c 2.96 $ 1022 cm!2

nH2
c 1.30 $ 105 cm!3

Mass 9.19 M"

Notes.
a Corresponds to our best fit to the AV profile, not to
a measured value.
b Size of region with emission above I# > 0.2I#,max.
c Average value over region with emission above
I# > 0.2I#,max.

external parts of dense cores (AV < 25 mag in this case), rather
than a technical effect. The partial detection of cores 09cd and
04a seems to confirm the good quality of the emission maps
despite their lack of sensitivity. The NICER technique relies
on having enough sources per beam to average reddening, and
background sources toward the edges of B59 are abundant. On
the other hand, the continuum emission relies on the amount of
dust that contributes to the signal, which decreases at lower col-
umn densities (see Frau et al. 2010, for additional discussions
on this effect). Also, the assumption of a constant temperature
for the entire region is less accurate toward the core boundaries
that might be heated by external sources.

Morphologically, the MAMBO-II dust extinction map shows
features that are equivalent features to those found in the
NICER map of RLA09, which is shown in the bottom panel
of Figure 1. Both maps show a relatively flat central region
toward the clump 09ab with a shallow “dent” near the location
of source BHB07-10, discussed in Section 5.1 of RLA09.
A radial profile of the MAMBO-II map was constructed by
averaging flux in circular, concentric rings centered on J2000
(!, ") = (17:11:23,0, !27:25:59.3), as in RLA09. Figure 2
shows that observed profiles compare well with each other and
trace equivalent structures within %104 AU (AV > 35 mag).
Below AV & 35 mag, the MAMBO profile plunges and appears
to be truncated below an average radius of 2$104 AU, while the
NICER profile continues until it reaches the background level
near 5 $ 104 AU.

Figure 2. Open circle symbols show the radial profile of the NICER extinction
map. The black diamond symbols show the radial profile of the MAMBO-II
dust emission map. The profiles were constructed by averaging flux in circular,
concentric rings centered on J2000 (!, ") = (17:11:23, 0, !27:25:59.3). For the
MAMBO-II profile, the data were convolved to the resolution of the NICER
map (20##) and re-gridded to match pixels in both maps.

We used our pointed NH3 observations (RLA09) and the
C18O(2–1) map to categorize the variation of the LSR velocity
near the center of the clump. Twelve NH3 pointed observations
were made within the central 104 AU of B59. All of them
indicate variations of vLSR smaller than 0.088 km s!1 from
the central value of 3.485 km s!1. Moreover, these variations
are below the average velocity dispersion '$v( = 0.210 ±
0.0498 km s!1 and below the sound speed in a 10 K gas (cs =
0.12 km s!1). The C18O (2–1) map reveals variations below
0.05 km s!1 from the central velocity value. The linewidths,
although being significantly wider than those of the NH3,
also show very small variations (less than 0.08 km s!1) from
the average value of 0.87 km s!1, indicating very uniform
kinematics near the center of B59-09ab. Rathborne et al. (2009)
discussed how kinematically independent cores in the Pipe
Nebula must show radial velocity differences larger than cs.

3
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Figure 3. Dust extinction map of the Barnard 59 region at a spatial resolution of 20!!. The white solid line contours mark levels of visual extinction at
AV = 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 mag.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 4. Extinction map of the Pipe Stem region at a spatial resolution of 20!!. The white solid line contours mark levels of visual extinction at AV =
3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, and 20 mag.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 1, we list the limits defining the five areas, the fields
included in each one of the maps. The hybrid catalogs were
constructed by joining the photometry lists from the various
surveys in a progressive sequence: ISAAC catalogs were merged
with the corresponding SOFI catalogs by using a matching
algorithm that preferentially listed ISAAC over SOFI detections.
For those matches with a SOFI J-band detection, we used that
value to replace the null J-band value from ISAAC (e.g., FeSt
1-457 field); this resulted in a small but useful reduction of the
scatter as a function of extinction (!AV

versus AV ). Positional
matching between NTT and VLT observations was calculated
within a tolerance radius of 0.!!24, i.e., twice the average
positional uncertainty of the NTT astrometric solutions. Then,
when possible, we merged coincident ESO and CAHA fields
using a slightly larger tolerance radius of 0.!!3 (to compensate
for the slightly lower resolution of the OMEGA 2000 respect
to SOFI). A final “high resolution” catalog was constructed by

putting together all ESO-CAHA merges, and merging it to a
2MASS “bed” catalog obtained from the All Sky Data Release.
The 2MASS “bed” catalogs define the extent of each map, and
excluded sources with photometric flags “U” and “X” which
indicate upper limits and defective observations, respectively.
Positional matching between the ESO-CAHA catalogs and
the 2MASS bed catalogs was determined using a tolerance
radius of 0.!!36 (three times the average uncertainty of the
ESO-NTT astrometric solutions), and we rejected the 2MASS
matching sources except in the cases where an ESO or CAHA
source was saturated. The infrared excess restriction applied
to the 2MASS sources is the same as the one described in
Section 3.1.

We determined that a small color correction had to be
applied to correct for the differences between the SOFI/ISAAC,
OMEGA-2000, and 2MASS passbands. This correction was
determined by plotting the differences !(H " Ks) = (H "
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Figure 5. Extinction map of the Pipe Shank region at a spatial resolution of 20!!. The white solid line contours mark levels of visual extinction at
AV = 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, and 15 mag.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 6. Extinction map of the Pipe Bowl region at a spatial resolution of 20!!. The white solid line contours mark levels of visual extinction at
AV = 7, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 50 mag.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Ks) " (H " Ks)2MASS for ESO or CAHA versus (J " H )2MASS
and applying a linear least-squares fit. The slopes did not vary
much between ESO and CAHA fields. We estimated an average
correction of !(H " Ks) = "0.08 + 0.07(J " H )2MASS and
applied it directly to the individual H " Ks colors of sources
entering the NICER calculations.

4. ANALYSIS OF LARGE-SCALE MAPS

One of the goals of this study is to determine if the increase
in resolution has any direct implications in the determination
of the structure of the cloud and the properties of identified
dense regions. We also need to determine if the increase in
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Figure 5. Extinction map of the Pipe Shank region at a spatial resolution of 20!!. The white solid line contours mark levels of visual extinction at
AV = 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, and 15 mag.
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Figure 6. Extinction map of the Pipe Bowl region at a spatial resolution of 20!!. The white solid line contours mark levels of visual extinction at
AV = 7, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 50 mag.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Ks) " (H " Ks)2MASS for ESO or CAHA versus (J " H )2MASS
and applying a linear least-squares fit. The slopes did not vary
much between ESO and CAHA fields. We estimated an average
correction of !(H " Ks) = "0.08 + 0.07(J " H )2MASS and
applied it directly to the individual H " Ks colors of sources
entering the NICER calculations.

4. ANALYSIS OF LARGE-SCALE MAPS

One of the goals of this study is to determine if the increase
in resolution has any direct implications in the determination
of the structure of the cloud and the properties of identified
dense regions. We also need to determine if the increase in
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Figure 7. Extinction map of the Pipe Smoke region at a spatial resolution of 20!!. The white solid line contours mark levels of visual extinction at
AV = 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 mag.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

spatial resolution has any significant impact on our ability to
identify high column density regions. To tackle such aspects,
we analyzed our maps following a technique equivalent to that
followed by LAL06 and RAL09 to analyze the 2MASS map
and then compared our results to theirs.

4.1. Identification of Extinction Peaks

The maps of Figures 3–7 show that there is abundant low
density material between AV = 2 ± 1 and AV = 6 ± 1 mag
with a rough filamentary morphology. This is probably tracing
a more diffuse medium, as most significant extinction peaks
appear to be embedded in these relatively large, low density
structures. The correct detection and delimitation of individual
features is complicated by this aspect, because we need to be
careful at defining clearly the boundary of a feature projected
against an extended emission structure. In some cases, two or
more peaks are located close to each other and are projected
toward the same filament or wisp of the cloud, making it difficult
to determine their individual boundaries. Because we estimate
sizes and masses of features from those boundaries, crowding
and overlapping may ultimately play a crucial role in the correct
determination of a dense core mass function for the cloud,
although in the Pipe Nebula, crowding is a relatively small effect
(Kainulainen et al. 2009) due to the proximity and particular
layout the cloud. In the previous studies of extinction maps of
the Pipe Nebula, the detection of individual extinction peaks
was optimized in two steps: (1) filtering the local background
structures and (2) extracting individual features by means of a

two-dimensional peak finding algorithm. We also follow these
steps in our analysis, as described below.

4.1.1. Filtering and Detection

The Multi-scale Vision Model algorithm (Rué & Bijaoui
1997; Bijaoui et al. 1997) translated into a computer routine
by B. Vandame (2008, private communication) works well for
our extinction maps because it is optimized to extract extinction
peaks projected against an extended background, a picture that
fits well with a collection of dense gas cores embedded in a large
cloud. The algorithm assumes that significant extinction peaks
are compact, coherent structures that will remain significant
after moderate changes in resolution. Large-scale structures
such as filaments and “smooth hills” are effectively filtered out
by the code as they usually are too extended.

In our extinction maps we applied the wavelet filtering by
isolating features at four scales, of sizes 2l · sp, where sp is the
spatial resolution scale of 20!! and l = {1, . . . , 4}, i.e., 0.!7, 1.!3,
2.!7, and 5.!3. At each of these scales, the program detects local
maxima among pixels with values higher than a threshold (3! ,
in our case); in the wavelet transform space, pixels associated
with local maxima are organized in domains; the program
then constructs a series of trees of inter-scale connectivity, and
reconstructs the image by summing across all the scales with
the help of a regularization (minimum energy loss) formulation.
We checked that the filtering at these four scales was sufficient
by subtracting the filtered images from the originals. In all cases
the residual images only presented noise and some low-level
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Figure 15. Cumulative mass fraction as a function of extinction for the five
large-scale maps of the Pipe Nebula.

name those peaks separated from one of their listed positions
by less than one Jeans length, using an alphabetic subindex to
identify them from the most to the less massive. We compared
this list against the list of RLA09 and found 93 peaks matching
in position, and thus having velocity information. In most cases,
the C18O pointing coincided with the most massive peak in a
group. Only in a handful of cases a second peak in a group was
also observed in C18O and we were able to tell if those two peaks
in the group were also close in velocity (we marked these cases
with an asterisk). However, this information is still insufficient
for the majority of our peaks and we cannot make a complete
list of merged cores as in RLA09.

5.4. Cumulative Mass Distribution

As a cloud evolves toward star formation, an increasing
fraction of material will be above a given threshold extinction,
at which the cloud is likely to reach the critical densities for
gravitational dominance. By comparing the cumulative mass
distribution for different clouds with expected different levels
of activity, Lombardi et al. (2008) and Lada et al. (2009)
showed that clouds with higher levels of high formation activity
(e.g., Ophiuchus versus the Pipe Nebula and Orion versus the
California Nebula) also have a significantly larger fraction of
material with high column densities. While the Pipe Nebula is
known to have one of the lowest levels of star-forming activity,
our maps give us a good opportunity to compare the cumulative
mass distribution of the five different regions of the cloud we
mapped.

In Figure 15, we plot the cumulative mass fraction as a
function of extinction for each of the large-scale maps. The
curves were constructed by counting the mass of the cloud
above AV = 2.0 mag. The resultant profiles for the five regions
of the cloud we mapped are, indeed, very different from each
other. The fraction of the mass located at high extinction varies
dramatically from the outer layers in the Smoke to the cluster-
forming region in B59. For example, the fraction of pixels
with values above AV = 10 mag is only over half percent
in the Smoke, the Stem, and the Shank regions, but although
extinction rises as high as AV ! 30 mag in the Smoke (toward
B68), it never reaches a level of 20 mag in the Stem–Shank
transition region. At the Bowl region the fraction of pixels

with AV > 10 mag is already over 5% and then it is three
times higher at B59. Therefore, in the Pipe Nebula the fraction
of high density material appears to be directly related to the
condensation of the material toward star formation. Our data
show that a significant increase in the fraction of high extinction
material as star formation is onset, is not only noticeable from
cloud to cloud, but within regions in the same cloud. Moreover,
the cumulative mass fraction in the Pipe Nebula appears to vary
significantly even though its global star formation rate is low.

6. DISCUSSION

One of the main goals of this paper is to take advantage
of the higher spatial resolution achieved and determine the
structure of the cloud across a larger range of spatial scales.
From the analysis of the MSDC presented in Section 5.2, we
see that the Pipe Nebula presents correlated dense structure
between 1.45 " 104 AU (0.07 pc) and 1.48 " 106 AU (7.2 pc).
The function !! appears to break below the former scale,
indicating a significant decrease in structure of the cloud. This
is consistent with the sharp decrease of the number of extinction
peaks with diameters below 1.65 " 104 AU (0.08 pc; see
Figure 9). This possible limit for the scale of fragmentation
is also consistent with a recent study by Schnee et al. (2010)
who, using interferometric radio continuum observations, found
no evidence of fragmentation in cores of the Perseus Molecular
Cloud at scales of 103–104 AU. Also, this break in the slope of
the MSDC for extinction peaks appears at a scale that is smaller
than the Jeans length in the cloud, 4.1 " 104 AU (0.2 pc). A
thermal fragmentation scale is expected to be relevant in a cloud
like the Pipe, where it has been found that gas motions inside
cores are mostly thermal and subsonic (Lada et al. 2008), so it
is worth discussing some of the possible scenarios in which a
significant amount of structure below the thermal fragmentation
length could have formed.

One possibility is that the cloud is presenting a self-similar
structure where as we increase the spatial resolution of our maps,
the amount of structure also increases. We do observe a self-
similar behavior within a range of spatial scales, as shown in
Figure 12. However, we observe that this behavior is truncated
at scales below 0.07 pc, defining an intrinsic length in the
cloud fragmentation process. The slope near #1 in the MSDC
of extinction peaks in the Pipe Nebula is similar to the one
obtained in the analysis of the MSDC for single stars in Taurus
by Hartmann (2002). They suggested that a slope near #1 could
reflect the distribution of peaks along the filamentary structure
of the cloud and not necessarily a self-similar structure of the
cloud.

A second possibility is that the thermal fragmentation scale
is smaller than that given from Equation (3) for the median
density of peaks. In order to match the Jeans length defined in
Equation (3) with the observed scale of fragmentation—assum-
ing the estimates of temperature $10K from ammonia obser-
vations by Rathborne et al. (2008),—peaks would need to have
densities about 6.3 times larger than those we derive. Likewise,
if we assume the densities are correct, then the dense regions
in the cloud would have to be as cold as 5 K. Both of these
possibilities are unlikely.

A third possibility is that the main filament of the Pipe Nebula
is inclined by a large angle with respect to the plane of the sky,
reducing the projected separations between peaks. However, a
discrepancy of a factor of two would require the filament to be
inclined by about 60%, which seems unlikely. However, a similar
effect could be caused by the overlap of distinct regions of the

Different regions of the cloud reveal slightly different 
evolutionary states within the cloud

B59 has already organized towards collapse, but the rest of the 
cloud is still in a very early stage. Bowl may be next.

Cores show significant substructure, below Jeans length

PIPE NEBULA: MOSTLY STARLESS
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Figure 10. Histogram shows the distribution of mass values for all extinction
peaks found in the large-scale extinction maps. The light dotted line is the
probability density function for the distribution, determined with a Gaussian
kernel of width equal to log(M) = 0.2. The broken, dot-dashed line is the
estimated IMF for the Trapezium cluster (Muench et al. 2002) scaled by a factor
of 1.6 in mass and fit vertically to the PDF by a !2 minimum fit. The thin,
vertical dotted line indicates the mass completeness limit.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 11. (a) Mass–radius relationship for all extinction peaks. The solid line
is a least-squares fit to all data points. The dashed line marks the equivalent
radius of the minimum detection area. The dotted line indicates the sensitivity
threshold. (b) Mean density distribution for all extinction peaks.

bins (annuli) of 0.2 dex in the range !2.0 < log " " < 2.0. Then
!" was calculated by dividing the number of separations in each
bin, Np(" ), by the area of each annulus, and then normalizing by
the total number of features. Another way to calculate !" is to
use the two-point correlation function (TPCF), W (" ) (Peebles
1973; Hewett 1982), which compares the measured !" with that
for a random, uniform distribution of points in the plane. We

Figure 12. Mean surface density of companions (MSDC), !" , for all extinction
peaks detected in the five large-scale maps. The triangle shaped data points
represent the MSDC calculated from direct counting of feature separations in
bins of equal width in the log " scale. The square filled points represent the
MSDC recovered from the two-point correlation function (TPCF), W (" ). The
gray, vertical dot-dashed line is set at the median local Jeans length value.
The gray, dotted line marks, for comparison, the minimum detection diameter
for CLF2D. The solid line is a linear fit to the triangle shaped data points within
the range !1.5 < log " < 0.4.

calculated

W (" ) = Np(" )
Nr (" )

! 1, (4)

where Nr (" ) is the number of separations per bin for a collection
of points distributed at random positions over the same area as
the survey, Amap. In our case, Amap was chosen as a rectangle
of 8 # 6(")2 which encloses all the regions in our maps in the
R.A.–decl. plane. We evaluated Nr from the average of 5000
drawings made with a Monte Carlo routine. This way

!" (TPCF) =
!

Npeaks

Amap

"
(1 + W (" )), (5)

which can be compared with the MSDC estimated from direct
counting. The results are shown in Figure 12. We see that
!" is anti-correlated to " , and that both estimates (MSDC
and TPFC, white triangles and black squares, respectively) are
consistent with each other in the range !1.8 < log " < 0.4
(0.04–5.7 pc). The data points show that !" has a maximum
near log "" = !1.5 $ log " pc = !1.1, and then it flattens out.
This break is below the median value of the local Jeans length
but above our minimum detectable size scale. This suggests that
peaks are genuine substructures extending below the thermal
fragmentation length. Moreover, this maximum is equivalent to
1.45 # 104 AU or 0.07 pc and it is not far from the median of
distribution of peak-to-peak separations (16500 AU or 0.08 pc)
in Figure 9. This indicates that we detect a significant decrease
in structure of the cloud at (1.45 ± 0.2) # 104 AU, setting an
observed limit of fragmentation in the Pipe Nebula.

For large values of " (log " = 0.4 and above), the values
of !" derived from the MSDC and the TPCF lose consistency
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Figure 13. Map of surface density of peaks across the Pipe Nebula. The map
was constructed using a Nyquist sample square grid with a spatial resolution of
0.!5. Contour levels are equally spaced by 10% increments between the median
and the maximum values of the peak surface density (!! = 2.0 and 100 deg"2,
respectively.)
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

because the separations start to be comparable to the angular
size of the map itself and we lose information. The large “bump”
near log ! = 0.5 (# 3!, about 6.8 pc) in the large-scale end of
the TPCF is likely a signal (somewhat diluted) from the cloud
itself, which at the largest separation scales is comparable to the
size of the map. While the largest values of ! for the measured
peaks are distributed around the median length of the cloud, the
random placed peaks used to calculate the TPCF are distributed
within the whole 8 $ 6(!)2 rectangle. We made a linear fit to the
data points in the range "1.5 < log ! < 0.4. The resultant slope
is "0.91 ± 0.04, with a correlation (Pearson) coefficient close
to 1.0. This near linear fit is indicative of a well-defined power-
law behavior of the MSDC for prestellar condensations across
the cloud within two orders of magnitude. The linear fit and
the slope near "1 are similar to values obtained by Hartmann
(2002) and Kraus & Hillenbrand (2008) for the MSDC of single
stars in Taurus over a similar range of scales.

5.2.1. Clustering of Peaks?

We constructed a simple map of the surface density of
extinction peaks as number of peaks per square degree, using
a Nyquist sampled square grid with spatial resolution of 0.!5.
The resultant map is shown in Figure 13. From the map, we see
that the Bowl is the region with the largest density of peaks per
unit area, followed by B59. The Stem and the Shank regions
have lower but similar total surface densities, closer to the cloud
average. The Smoke region appears to be a moderately dense
region in the Pipe Nebula, despite its peaks being less embedded.
The map also shows that the surface density of extinction
peaks is not uniform across the cloud but displays instead
distinct groupings of peaks. We calculated the nearest neighbor
distance between local surface density maxima and found a
very narrow distribution, with a median value of 0.84±0.!14, or
1.90 ± 0.32 pc. The distribution is shown in Figure 14. This
median distance is very close to the expected Jeans length
(2.0 pc) for a mean density of 102 cm"3 and TK = 10 K.
Such values may be typical of the more diffuse medium traced
by 12CO.

Figure 14. Distribution of distances between local maxima of surface density
of peaks (extinction peak groups). The dotted line shows the median value at
0.!84 (1.9 pc).

5.3. Substructure or Independent Cores?

In the analysis of the 2MASS map by RLA09, they found that
about 45% of the extinction peaks they detected were separated
by less than a Jeans length. They reasoned that unless large
gas motions occur in the plane of the sky, closely separated
peaks with similar values of radial velocity must represent sub-
structure belonging to the same physical entity, a cloud core.
Consequently, they merged those extinction peaks (about 20%
of the total) which were separated by less than a Jeans length and
had radial velocity differences smaller than the one-dimensional
projected sound speed in a 10 K gas ("v < 0.12 km s"1).
This way they obtained a final list of 134 cores out of 158
extinction peaks. Although empirical, the prescription of RLA09
is consistent with defining a core as a bounded Jeans sized region
with coherent velocity (Goodman et al. 1998; Bergin & Tafalla
2007). The use of such a prescription to define a core based on
a Jeans length scale is in part justified by the fact that the global
properties of these cores suggest that they are a collection of
thermally supported structures (Lada et al. 2008). In most cases
the cores have thermally dominated gas motions, as deduced
from their narrow line widths (RLA09; Paper I).

In our analysis, we find that 163 out of 237 peaks are
separated by their nearest neighboring peak by less than the
median Jeans length. Based on RLA09 we know that at least a
fraction of them could be grouped into multiple peaked cores
(for example, we used this information to merge some of the
peaks of B59 in Paper I). The main result of such merging is
that the mass distribution function of peaks is different from the
mass distribution function of cores. Unfortunately, we do not
have radial velocity information for all of the peaks we detected
in our maps, so we cannot know the total fraction of peaks that
could be merged into multiple peaked cores. For instance, in the
study of RLA09 about half of sub-Jeans peaks were not close
enough in radial velocity to belong to the same core, so we could
expect this to occur for a significant number of our detections.
In Table 2, we used the numbering in the list of RLA09 to

Distribution of mass for extinction 
peaks shows appears to mimic

core mass function. 

Mean surface density of 
companions: peaks distribute along

filaments, in the same manner as stars in
Taurus.  Also, a maximum at 14500 AU 

appears to mark a limit for 
the scale of fragmentation

tight mass-radius 
relationship 

“clustering” of peaks: 
primordial organization 

of stars?
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PIPE NEBULA: MORE CLUES

Duarte-Cabral et al 2012: outflows from YSOs revealed in 12CO emission maps. 
Relation to structures observed in maps are now more clear. Outflows may be 

increasing turbulent energy to the cloud, effectively retarding collapse.

A. Duarte-Cabral et al.: Pipe Nebula I. Direct evidence of outflow-generated turbulence in B59

Table 1. Outflow properties
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Blue 0.59 0.83 3.21 0.81 12.1
Red 0.63 0.55 2.13 0.40 5.97

Table 2. Momentum flux of individual outflows
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Flow 1 - Blue B11 0.19 -5.5 75 0.20 -21.3 9.2 0.15 0.97 4.36 1.1 ⇥ 10�4

Flow 1 - Red B11 0.11 5.0 75 0.11 19.3 5.6 0.14 0.65 2.89 1.2 ⇥ 10�4

Flow 2 - Red B9 0.23 5.5 57⇤ 0.27 10.1 26.1 0.22 0.36 0.46 1.3 ⇥ 10�5

Flow 3 - Blue B10 0.45 -4.0 75 0.47 15.5 29.6 0.17 0.88 3.11 2.9 ⇥ 10�5

⇤ We adopt a correction factor of 2.9 for the momentum flux of Flow 2 (i.e. i ⇡ 57�), based on a random distribution of inclination angles (Cabrit & Bertout 1992; Bontemps et al. 1996), as
it does not show a blue and red overlap, indicative of not being as close to the plane of the sky as Flows 1 and 3. If assuming 75�, the momentum flux of Flow 2 would increase by a factor
5.

Fig. 8. Contours of the 12CO blue and red emission (left and right panels respectively). Contours start at 3 K kms�1 for the blue emission and at
4 K kms�1 for the red, with steps of 2 K kms�1, overlayed on the extinction map of B59 as from Fig. 1 in gray scale. The black arrows show the
di↵erent individual outflows used to calculate individual outflow properties: Flow 1 (blue and red), Flow 2 (red) and Flow 3 (blue).

would in fact increase the estimate of the momentum and energy
by a factor of 3. Therefore, i ⇠ 75� for Flow 1, remains a rather
conservative value.

For Flow 3, the large spatial extent of the collimated blue
knot (with a faint red counterpart at the end), combined with
a young driving source (B10) and a small velocity o↵set from
the ambient cloud, also favours an outflow close to the plane
of the sky. For simplicity, we will adopt the same inclination
angle as for Flow 1. Considering the preferential alignment of
the stronger outflows close to the plane of the sky, we also adopt
i ⇠ 75� to estimate the global outflow properties.

5.3. Outflow properties

To estimate the mass of high velocity gas in the outflows, the
optical depth of 12CO in the wings has to be corrected for. This
can be done using the 13CO data. Under LTE conditions and as-
suming similar excitation temperatures, a fractional abundance
of 12CO relative to 13CO of 62 (Langer & Penzias 1993), and
optically thin 13CO wing emission (Cabrit & Bertout 1990), the
optical depth of 12CO (⌧12) can be determined from the ratio of
the integrated wing emission of the two isotopologues. We inte-

grated below 2.7 km s�1 for the blue wing and above 4.2 km s�1

for the red.
For each wing, we then apply the correction factor of ⌧12/(1�

e

�⌧12 ) for the column density estimate at each pixel (Cabrit &
Bertout 1990; Curtis et al. 2010b) . Assuming a kinetic temper-
ature of the outflows of 25 K (twice warmer than the dense gas),
a CO abundance with respect to H2 of 10�4 and for a distance of
130 pc, the gas masses can be derived as:

M = 1.78 ⇥ 10�6
N
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<

Z
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mb

dv > (2)

where M is the gas mass in M
�

assuming a molecular weight
of 2.33, N

pix

is the number of pixels in the outflows, and <R
T

mb

dv > is the average integrated intensity, after the opacity
correction of the T

mb

at each pixel. If assuming a higher temper-
ature for the outflows of 50 K (as found by, e.g. Hatchell et al.
1999), our mass estimate would increase by 20%.

To estimate the average momentum, p

out

, and kinetic energy,
E

out

, of the outflows, as well as the individual outflow momen-
tum flux ,Fout, we use

pout =

Z
m(v)|v � v0|dv (3)
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Peretto et al.: The Pipe Nebula as seen with Herschel: Formation of filamentary structures by large-scale compression ?

Fig. 1. Herschel column density map of the Pipe on which is overlaid the filament network as traced with the DisPerSE algorithm
(Sousbie 2011). The 43 filaments selected after eye inspection are displayed in red and cyan while the remaining filaments are
displayed in white. Those presented in cyan and indicated with numbers are shown in more detail in Fig. 2. The white dotted
polygon marks the area covered by both PACS and SPIRE imaging cameras. The yellow dashed line emphasizes the bow-like front
of the B59 clump. The angular resolution of this image is 3600 (HPBW). In this paper, we define the Stem the area of our Herschel
map located above R.A.= 17h13m30s, while B59 corresponds to the region displayed in online Fig. 6.

corresponding to the Stem and B59 regions are presented here.
The PACS data were reduced with improved calibration within
HIPE2 7.0. After standard HIPE data reduction steps, up to level
1, the maps were produced with v10 of Scanamorphos3 (Roussel
2012). The SPIRE data were reduced with HIPE 7.1956, using
modified pipeline scripts. Data taken during the turnarounds at
the map borders were included, and a destriper module with a
polynomial baseline of order zero was applied. The two cross-
linked coverages were then combined using the default ’naive-
mapper’ to produce the final map.

3. Column density distribution

An important output of the Herschel parallel mode imaging ob-
servations are column density maps. We recovered the Herschel
zero-flux levels of the Pipe fields by correlating the Herschel
data with Planck and IRAS data (Bernard et al. 2010). To con-
struct column density maps, we performed pixel-by-pixel grey-
body fitting from 160 µm to 500 µm, fixing the specific dust
opacity such that ⌫ = 0.1 ⇥

⇣
⌫

1000 GHz

⌘2
cm2 g�1 (cf. Hildebrand

1983) and leaving the H2 column density and dust temperature
as free parameters. This calculation was done everywhere PACS

2 HIPE is a joint development software by the Herschel Science
Ground Segment Consortium, consisting of ESA, the NASA Herschel
Science Center, and the HIFI, PACS and SPIRE consortia

3 http://www2.iap.fr/users/roussel/herschel/

and SPIRE data were both available. Due to coverage di↵er-
ences between the two instruments in parallel mode observa-
tions, a small fraction of the field (on the edge - see Fig. 1)
has only SPIRE data. For these pixels, we used a single tem-
perature Tdust = 15.4 K, i.e, the median temperature in the field,
along with the 500 µm data to recover the column density struc-
ture. The resulting 3600 resolution column density map is shown
as a background image in Fig. 1 (see also online Fig. 5). On
this Figure, the densest region in the western part corresponds
to the well-known B59 cluster-forming clump (e.g. Covey et al.
2010), while the rest of the map corresponds to the Stem. Both
regions show a rich network of filaments and cores. An interest-
ing feature of this map is the sharp, 3 pc long, bow-like edge
on the western side of B59 which is associated with a⇠ 30%
increase of the background column density between either side
of this edge (see Fig. 2). Also, note that only a small fraction
(i.e. 0.6%) of the mapped region corresponds to material above
AV ' 8 (see online Fig. 5, where we use the conversion factor
from Bohlin et al. (1978): NH2 ' 0.94 ⇥ AV ⇥ 1021 cm�2), the
extinction threshold above which prestellar core and protostar
formation is believed to take place (e.g. Heiderman et al. 2010;
André et al. 2010).

2

Peretto et al 2012: Herschel maps 
reveal the complex structure of 
filaments in the B59 and Stem 

regions of the Pipe Nebula. Large 
scale, primordial gravitational 

compression may be the origin of 
the structure we observe nowadays.
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PIPE NEBULA: MORE CLUES

Nielbock et al 2012. EPoS Barnard 68. Globule dissected from optical to sub-mm

M. Nielbock et al.: EPoS: The dust temperature and density distributions of B68

Figure 3. Image gallery of B68 Herschel and archival data covering a wide range of wavelengths. The instruments and wavelengths
at which the images were obtained are indicated in the white annotation boxes. Each image has an arbitrary flux density scale, whose
settings are given in Tab. 2. They were chosen to facilitate a comparison of the morphology The maps are centred on RA = 17h22m39s,
Dec = 23�5000000 and have a field of view of 70 ⇥ 70. All coordinates in this manuscript are based on the J2000.0 reference frame. The
corresponding beam sizes are indicated in the inserts. Contours of the LABOCA data obtained at � = 870 µm show flux densities of
30, 50, 150, 250, 350, and 450 mJy/beam and are superimposed for comparison. The black and white crosses indicate the position of
the point source at the tip of the trunk.

2.4. Heinrich–Hertz–Telescope

Molecular line maps of the 12CO and 13CO species at the J = 2�1
line transition (220.399 and 230.538 GHz) were obtained with
the Heinrich–Hertz–Telescope (HHT) on Mt. Graham, AZ, USA.
The field-of-view (FoV) of these observations is indicated by the
blue rectangles in Fig. 1. The spectral resolution was ⇡ 0.3 km s�1

and the angular resolution of the telescope was 3200 (FWHM).
For more details on the observations and data reduction, we refer
to Stutz et al. (2009).

2.5. Near-infrared dust extinction mapping

We used NIR data from the literature to derive the dust extinc-
tion through the B68 globule. Photometric observations of the
sources towards the globule have been performed in JHKS bands
by Alves et al. (2001b) and Román-Zúñiga et al. (2010) using the
Son of ISAAC (SOFI) instrument (Finger et al. 1998; Moorwood
et al. 1998) that is attached to the New Technology Telescope

(NTT) at La Silla, Chile. The observed field of approximately
40 ⇥ 40 only covers the innermost part of the globule. To estimate
the extinction outside this area, we included photometric data cov-
ering a wider field from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS)
archive (Skrutskie et al. 2006). For sources with detections in both
2MASS and SOFI data, the SOFI photometry was used (SOFI
data were calibrated using 2MASS data, see Román-Zúñiga et al.
2010).

We used the JHKS band photometric data in conjunction with
the nicest colour-excess mapping technique (Lombardi 2009) to
derive the dust extinction. In general, the observed colours of stars
shining through the dust cloud are related to the dust extinction
via the equation

Ei� j =
⇣
mi � mj

⌘
�

D
mi � mj

E
0
= Aj

 
⌧i

⌧ j
� 1

!
, (1)

where Ei� j is the colour-excess, Aj is extinction, and hmi�mji0 is
the mean intrinsic colour of stars, i.e. the mean colour of stars in a
control field that can be assumed to be free from extinction. This
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SMOKING THE PIPE...

Román-Zúñiga et al 2012 (in. p.)

•The NTT and VLT high resolution near-IR imaging allowed to create exquisite, 
highly detailed maps of column density of a nearby molecular cloud.

•The high spatial resolution achieved has allowed us to peek at the interior of 
prestellar cores and clumps.

•The Pipe Nebula is a very young cloud and it may contain some crucial keys for the 
puzzle of the initial conditions of star formation. Some of those keys have already 
been revealed.

•B59, a small stellar clusters with no massive members is also the only spot in the 
Pipe Nebula that has collapsed into multiple stars. 

•What has hold the rest of the Pipe Nebula against protostellar collapse for almost 3 
Myr?

• How does the Pipe Nebula compare to other clouds observed in similar conditions?

•ESO capabilities for large scale infrared surveys at high resolution will allow us to do 
comparative studies in other complexes. 

•Evidently, HERSCHEL and ALMA will play a main role in the near future. 

•Nowadays the Pipe Nebula stands as one prime target in virtually all major surveys. 
30+ major publications have started to dissect its properties. Not bad for a molecular 
cloud that until 2006 had been barely observed.
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